Peritoneal dialysis in the 21st century: the potential of gene therapy.
One of the greatest biotechnologic advances of the last 25 yr is genetic engineering--the ability to identify and isolate individual genes and transfer genetic elements between cells. Genetic engineering forms the basis of a unique biotechnology platform called gene therapy: an approach to treating disease through genetic manipulation. It is becoming clear that during peritoneal dialysis, the peritoneal membrane undergoes various structural and functional changes that compromise the dialyzing efficiency of the membrane and eventually lead to membrane failure. A gene therapy strategy based on genetic modification of the peritoneal membrane could improve the practice of peritoneal dialysis through the production of proteins that would be of therapeutic value in preventing membrane damage and preserving its dialyzing capacity. The peritoneal membrane can be genetically modified by either ex vivo or in vivo gene transfer strategies with a variety of potentially therapeutic genes, including those for anti-inflammatory cytokines, fibrinolytic factors, and antifibrotic molecules. These genes could be administered either on an acute basis, such as in response to peritonitis, or on an intermittent basis to maintain physiologic homeostasis and perhaps to prevent the adverse changes in the membrane that occur over time. The anticipated effect of a gene therapy strategy could be measured in maintenance of desired transport characteristics and in patients being able to remain on the therapy for longer periods of time without the negative outcomes. In summary, the use of a gene therapy strategy to enhance peritoneal dialysis is an innovative and exciting concept with the potential to provide new treatment platforms for patients with end-stage renal disease.